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Take our 30-second survey
The U.S. National Science Foundation and iDigBio are required to collect information on use of digitized collections-based specimen data. Please portal. Sustainability of the national digitization effort depends on evidence of data use! Maybe later.
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TAXONOMY
Kingdom: Animalia
Phylum: Arthropoda
Class: Insecta
Order: Diptera
Family: Culicidae

STRATIGRAPHY
Rock Unit
Formation: Green River Formation

LOCALITY
Country: United States
State/Province: Colorado
County: Garfield
Locality: Claudia's Place
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How we got here...

*A database is not enough*...

- common names
- curated collections (assignments)
- background materials
- videos from collections/field
- lesson plans based on NGSS+
Critical analysis – by the audience

- heading logic
- facets for querying
- navigation issues
- user experience
Coming soon...

cretaceousworld.org

NSF DBI #1601884
Cretaceous World TCN

Look at WIS:
- IP/VP/micro
- biodiversity
- food webs
- faunal invasion
- climate change

http://eas2.unl.edu/~tfrank/History%20on%20the%20Rocks/Nebraska%20Geology/Cretaceous%20Webpage/Timescale/Timescale.html
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Fossil Insect Collaborative @ GSA 2016
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Need some weekend reading? Check out this new paper on fossil rove beetles. #FossilFriday
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Need some weekend reading? Check out this new paper on fossil rove beetles. #FossilFriday
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A lovely fossil insect from the UGM collection to send us into the weekend. #FossilFriday
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